One of the ways to achieve a good translation of verbal forms is the morphosp~tactic approach, which consists in a function pairing the different morphological tenses that occur in a given language with the tenses of the other language. Complicated rules must be established to calculate the right pair for an expression, because of the amount of discrepancies that differmnt languages show with respect to each other.
L Introduction
'1~li~ article deals with a methodology to achieve the right t~s~lsiation of temporal expressions by giving account of the temporal reference and temporal relations in/ between sentences.
The task to accomplish is to translate sy,%tactic marks into semantic values that decide/ reflect the aspectnal value of the sentences.
Fo3:' o6r treatment of time and aspect we draw on the work of Eamp [1979] and Partee [1984] who have argued for taking statos and events as primitives and relations of precedanco ~md overlapping between them. The ordering relation ~t~n events is crucial for deciding about the aspect of the sentences involved.
~hn presemt proposal presumes an analysis end a geme~ation t!omponent that deliver a set of S-trees whose leaves cor~:espond to words. The pre-terminals have morpbosynta¢:tic and ~elational information. As usual, features ar~J percolated and nodes get features assigned.
~he time/ aspectual problem is dealt with under the perspect£~* of MT with the aim of sketching a system that can be i~lemented independently of the particular formalisms of different MT-systems.
To outline a general model for the time/aspect calculation in MT we subsume a system with PSG rules that obtain some sentence structure with no regard to a specific grammar type; it could be an augmented PSG, as in METAL, or some kind of deep syntactic structure, as it is the case in Eurotra. Once the set of factors and values relevant for the specification oi! time, aspect, and mood has been defined, a calculation or unification in the form of rules fixes the values that must be generated in the target language. Such a system must "preserve" the same "semantic interpretation"
for different language realisations, in order to be able to generate the right morphological tenses and periphrasis from language to language.
Aktionsart
Vendler's definition of Aktionsart [1967] The delxis feature is the dianri~Linatlng factor to get the right transfer for "lunes". For instance, iterativity must be delivered from the source language in order to generate the right tense even for punctual verbs, e.g. :
"un d~a I envio flores a Carmen" = "he once sent flowers to Carmen" vs. 
The resulting aspect value of this calculus must he attached to the preposition or adverb (overriding) the old values in order to get the right transfer.
In subordinate clauses the process is the same. As we have seen above the deixis of the calculus of the main clause must be attached to the conjunction. Thus, the calculus of the aspect of the main clause must be furnished to the conjunction in order to be able to get the right transfer of the conjunction and also for generating the right tense in the subordinate clause.
Another important factor in the calculus of the aspect is the syntactic type of the constituents in the sentences.
These determine the aspectual properties (Dowry). To illustrate it we take the examples of Dowry (1986) "John walked" --Juan paseaba
[activity]
"John walked to the station" --rue • la esteciotn
[achievment]
"John walked a mile" --anduvo una mille
[accomplishment]
As we can appreciate, the Spanish sentences have a different lexical verb form for each of these aspectual "lleva escribiando novelas tres a~os" --"she has bean writing novels for 3 Years" "sie schreibt Romane seit 3 Jahren" vs.
"He wrote a novel" --"escribi~ una novela" [Past~ per feotive] "He wrote novels" ---"escribla novelas" [Past, durative] That means that the original verb value for prooessivity is cverriden according to the NP's that go with the verb. NP's with quantifiers assign the aspantual values so that punctual verbs express processes, or viceversa. [
The calculus provides a value for S, and S-subclauses, but also for all the temporals implied so that they can be properly translated into morphological values, or into lexicalized forms.
Summary
In NL processing the calculus of Time and Aspect is a complex thing where almost all elements of the sentence are 
